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Beginning Rails: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2007
Beginning Rails is the practical starting point for anyone wanting to learn how to build dynamic web applications using the Rails framework for Ruby. You’ll learn how all of the components of Rails fit together and how you can leverage them to create sophisticated web applications with less code and more joy.
This book is...
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Mathematics, Computer Science and Logic - A Never Ending Story: The Bruno Buchberger FestschriftSpringer, 2013

	This book presents four mathematical essays which explore the foundations of mathematics and related topics ranging from philosophy and logic to modern computer mathematics. While connected to the historical evolution of these concepts, the essays place strong emphasis on developments still to come. 


	The book originated in a...
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Problem Solving: Methods, Programming and Future ConceptsElsevier Limited, 1995
Problem solving is the very area of artificial intelligence (AI) which, probably, will never result in a complete set of formalized theories, in a kind of pragmatic philosophy, or in a "universal" applied discipline. Studying the questions concerning this area encompasses different concepts, models and theories.

In this...
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Expert Oracle Database Architecture: Oracle Database Programming 9i, 10g, and 11g Techniques and Solutions, Second EditionApress, 2010

	Now in its second edition, this best-selling book by Tom Kyte of Ask Tom fame continues to bring you some of the best thinking on how to apply Oracle Database to produce scalable applications that perform well and deliver correct results. Tom has a simple philosophy: you can treat Oracle as a black box and just stick data into...
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Modeling and Reasoning with Bayesian NetworksCambridge University Press, 2009

	Bayesian networks have received a lot of attention over the last few decades from both scientists and engineers, and across a number of fields, including artificial intelligence (AI), statistics, cognitive science, and philosophy.


	Perhaps the largest impact that Bayesian networks have had is on the field of AI, where they were...
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Reason in Action (Collected Essays, Vol. 1)Oxford University Press, 2011

	Reason in Action collects John Finnis' work on the theory of practical reason and moral philosophy. The essays in the volume range from foundational issues of meta-ethics to the practical application of natural law theory to ethical problems such as nuclear deterrence, obscenity and free speech, and abortion and cloning.
...
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Business Applications and Computational IntelligenceIdea Group Publishing, 2006
Computational intelligence has a long history of applications to business - expert systems have been used for decision support in management, neural networks and fuzzy logic have been used in process control, a variety of techniques have been used in forecasting, and data mining has become a core component of customer relationship management in...
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Wiki: Web CollaborationSpringer, 2008
Wikis are Web-based applications that allow all users not only to view pages but also to change them. The success of the Internet encyclopedia Wikipedia has drawn increasing attention from private users, small organizations and enterprises to the various possible uses of wikis.
Their simple structure and straightforward operation make them a...
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Philosophy of Religion in the 21st Century (Claremont Studies in the Philosophy of Religion)Palgrave Macmillan, 2002
"Scholars who are interested in getting up-to-date in contemporary philosophy of religion will find this book quite valuable."--Daniel A. Dombrowski, Religious Studies Review



The symposia and discussions presented here represent the proceedings of the 1999 annual philosophy of religion conference which took place at...
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Aristotle's Metaphysics Beta: Symposium Aristotelicum (Oxford Symposium Aristotelicum)Oxford University Press, 2009
Nine leading scholars of ancient philosophy from Europe, the UK, and North America offer a systematic study of Book Beta of Aristotle's Metaphysics. The work takes the form of a series of aporiai or "difficulties" which Aristotle presents as necessary points of engagement for those who wish to attain wisdom. The topics include causation,...
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Information Modelling and Knowledge Bases XV (Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications)IOS Press, 2004
This book provides research communities in Europe and Japan  with an overview of scientific results and experiences achieved using  innovative methods and approaches in computer science and other  disciplines, which have a common interest in understanding and solving  problems on information modelling and knowledge bases, as well as applying  the...
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Professional jQuery (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2012


	OVER THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS JAVASCRIPT has undergone a remarkable transformation. Where

	once it was a “toy” language relegated to secondary status it’s now one of the most important

	programming languages in the world. With the ongoing importance of Ajax-based development and

	the rise of full-featured JavaScript...
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